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Optical coherence tomography

- 3D imaging
- Sub-surface imaging
- Biomedical applications
  - Dermatology
  - Ophthalmology
  - Cardiology
  - ....
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OCT in a nutshell
OCT imaging

Limited penetration depth due to scattering

OCT scan at human nailfold region. (i) epidermis; (ii) dermis; (iii) cuticle; (iv) nail plate; (v) nail matrix; (vi) nail bed
OCT design

- Spatial light modulator (SLM) for beam shaping
- Independent shaping at reference and sample beam
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Wavefront shaping
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Iterative wavefront shaping

- Apply phase pattern to SLM
- Acquire OCT signal
- Optimize phase pattern to maximize signal

**Pros**
- Experimentally robust

**Cons**
- Very slow

Iterative

For each wavefront segment
- Apply different test-phases
- Choose value resulting in strongest signal

Genetic

- Create random phase patterns
- Rank according to resulting signal
- Create new from best-ranked patterns
- Repeat
Reflection matrix approaches

- Propagation is linear
- Matrix acquisition: apply one mode after another and get OCT signal

\[ E_{\text{det}} = T_{mn} A_n \]

\[ E_{\text{det}} = R_{mn} A_n \]
Reflection matrix approach

- Point-like enhancement
- Wide-target enhancement
- Depth-scan enhancement
  - One matrix acquisition per depth-scan
- B-scan enhancement

(a) Conventional OCT scan at chicken tissue.  
(b) Optimized scan.  
(c) Scan with commercial OCT system.  
(d) Depth-profiles of (a) and (b).

Kanngießer, J.; Roth, B. (2021): Reflection matrix approach for optical coherence tomography imaging, Physical Review Applied (under review)
Conclusion

• Double interferometer design
  • Easy implementation to existing OCT devices

• Iterative wavefront shaping
  • OCT signal enhancement demonstrated

• Reflection matrix approaches
  • Superior acquisition speed to iterative wavefront shaping
  • Improved algorithms compared to previous work
  • Application to OCT imaging demonstrated

• System too slow for clinical evaluation due to technical constraints
Future work
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